DROP
Drupal Rockin' Open Participation

http://drop.cwgordon.com/
Contributing to Drupal: The DROP Program

http://drop.cwgordon.com/
<HistoryLesson>
GHOP 07-08
November 2007 - February 2008
Creation of DROP
February/March-ish 2008
General Awesomeness ensues
March 2008 - Present
How DROP works
Go to drop.cwgordon.com
Claim a DROP task
Do the DROP task
Gain valuable Drupal experience!
Some DROP Tasks Already Completed
Improve the wikipedia article on Drupal
Propose Ideas to improve Access control page
Port Revision Tags module to Drupal 6
Update SimpleTests for Organic Groups
Run usability tests on Drupal installation
Create a logo for DROP (featured above!)
Write up a "How to upload your videos" docs
Create 15 second credits for Dojo videos
How YOU can participate
#1 - Claim a task
#2 - Mentor a task
#3 - Propose a task
Questions?
What runs the DROP site?

About DROP

DROP, which stands for Drupal Regular Open Participation, is a project designed for organizations to work with the system. There are also a few harder tasks available for more seasoned developers.

What makes a DROP Task?

A DROP task is a short-term task that can theoretically be done in less than a week. It's fine if it takes as long as they'd like; however, after a week is up, another participant can jump in and take it over.

Sample tasks:

- **Code**: Citation input filter: Task gives clear example of expected input and expected output, so it won't "creep" into something large and tangly.
- **Documentation**: Improve documentation for the imagecache module: Task is both against what the expected documentation should contain, so that there's no ambiguity about what to expect.
- **Usability**: Improve initial user experience: Contains both a list of things to check for as part of expected results.
- **Videos**: Create a video showing how to install and use TortoiseCVS: Covers all of the main points of a video, etc. Also is something that will be helpful to a large segment of the Drupal community.

Adding a task to DROP

If you would like to add a task, you can visit the DROP site at [www.drop.org](http://www.drop.org) and follow the instructions there.
Theme: Pixture
http://drupal.org/project/pixture
Modules: Comment CCK
http://drupal.org/project/comment_cck
Modules: Views, CCK, Taxonomy, etc.